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Reverence for nature is very present in Indian culture. Most of our festivals celebrate trees, seasons, 
and animals, too. Many rituals are connected to each of them. Long ago, until maybe until 4 
generations ago, these rituals were followed religiously. But then, modern education took us away 
from this rich cultural heritage, and the significance of the rituals was never explained. People began 
to look at them as mere dry rituals and some discarded them, but the rituals didn't vanish completely 
from our culture.  

Now through an anthroposophic approach, they begin to shine forth. Goethe's nature study helps us 
look at our own culture in new and conscious ways! In our nature study, we observe trees and the 
stories, folktales, and myths connected to each of them. One such beautiful flowering tree is the 
Parijaat, also called Night Jasmine, as its flowers bloom in the night. The story of the Parijaat comes 
from ancient mythology. It is a story of pure love, utter devotion and sacrifice for a transformation, 
where change brings something new. We also encounter the delicate Parijaat flower, which reminds 
us of the gifts from the night, where love bridges the spiritual and earthly worlds. The Parijaat is the 
only flower that can be gathered up, once fallen, as a gift to the Gods, like cosmic deeds.  

The Story of Princess Parijaat and the Sun  

Princess Parijaat was said to be a very beautiful yet sensitive princess who fell in love with Surya, the 
Sun God, as he rode his fiery chariot from the east to the west in the sky. Her father and others warn 
her that loving a divine being is not advisable for earthbound humans, most especially Surya, the Sun 
God whose power is supremely intense. However, Parijaat cannot be persuaded otherwise and is 
devoted to Surya with all her heart. Surya is swayed to leave the heavens and come down to Earth to 
be with Parijaat for a while, but he soon grows tired of Earth and longs to return to his heavenly 
abode. When summer arrives, Surya’s power becomes so intense that he must leave for the heavens, 
and when Parijaat tries to follow him, she is burned to death. Surya turns to the Gods for help. The 
Gods know Parijaat loved Surya with all her heart, so they grant Parijaat another life and she is 
reincarnated as a tree.  
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From her ashes, a single tree arises, with the purest of white flowers with blazing orange hearts, 
indicating that Surya always remains in her heart. The Sun God now visits her during the night, and the 
flowers are so fragrant because they have been kissed by Surya. They still can’t bear the rays of the 
sun, however, and at the first stroke of dawn, at the sight of the rays, the tree sheds its flowers like 
tears of pain, spreading their sweetest fragrance and reminding us of the lingering love that Parijaat 
pledged to the Sun even after she died.  

Many different thoughts arise after reading this story: devotion, commitment, sacrifice and 
transformation and yet having the supreme in heart, and certain other connections, too: When one is 
aspiring for the supreme, what kind of devotion is needed? Night is the right time to meet a heavenly 
being!! What pain in our earthly life would we like to shed like Parijaat flower, making it so beautiful  
and fragrant? Then, with that thought, we paint the Parijaat tree and flowers with water colors.  

There are many stories and references in the Puranas and the Mahabharat to the Parijaat tree. Known 
as the Night Jasmine and even Queen of the Night, it has several beneficial properties for the mind 
and body. It is said that it was one of the sacred treasures of wish granting trees. Parijaat is also known 
in India as Harsingar, or the Ornament of the Gods. It is therefore the only flower that can be offered 
to the Gods after being picked up from the ground. The flower is said to also help one remember one’s 
past lives and incarnations.  

During the online IASWECE council meeting in October 2021, I had an opportunity to bring the Parijaat 
tree and flower as part of the Council’s study. After introducing the tree by giving descriptions, we 
shared some pictures of Parijaat’s flowers, rough leaves and appearance as a tree. Then the story was 
read in Hindi, our Indian national language. The story took us into its dreamy soul mood. Silvia Jensen 
then led us for a moment into the etheric and feeling realm of the story, and then with water colors, 
we each found our own expression of the essence of this beautiful myth. This process culminated in 
the Sanskrit blessing of peace for the future, the past and the present. Even though the meeting was 
virtual, it was an experience of dreamy reverence and spiritual gifts.  

Warmest regards ~ 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
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